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• ., The Amtec spreader range caters for
e. each individual user from private gardener to

professional groundsman and green keeper, irrespective
of quantity being spread, area being covered or even the

product being applied.•

Amtec 100 Trailed
The Amtec 100 trailed has all the advantages of the
pedestrian 100, but will attach behind any conventional
compact, for additional
operator ease.

Amtec 15
With a 20kg capacity and
pneumatic tyres, the Amtec 15
is a quality spreader at
an affordable price
and is ideal for professional
use on sports and

ornamental
turf.
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The extremely
economical
Amtec 10
assembles in
less than 5
minutes, will
hold 15kgs
and is perfect
for application
of fertilizer or
rock salt over
small areas.

Amtec 50
A high quality 25kg

capacity broad_.:..::ciiaiist_iiiiiii~
spreader, with •

manually adjustable swath
control and enclosed gears,
designed for use around the

golf course.:
\
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Amtec 100
Top of the range spreader with
handle operated swath control,

sealed gear unit and
50kg capacity, the

Amtec 100 makes easy
work of spreading, even

over large areas.

Amtec Dropspreader
When applying seed, fertilizer, powders or even top dressing the
Amtec Dropspreader is perfect for each application, with a 50kg
powder coated steel hopper and 91cm spread width, it is an
invaluable tool to landscapers, groundsmen and greenkeepers alike.

Optional Extras
Both the Amtec 50 and 100

come with the optional addition of I

a deflector kit, which will prevent the
trespass of unwanted fertilizer. Also available is a

hopper cover, which allows spreading to be carried
out in damp conditions and reduces moisture build

up in the hopper.
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